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ABSTRACT

Query auto-completion (QAC) is a fundamental feature in search

engines where the task is to suggest plausible completions of a

prefix typed in the search bar. Previous queries in the user session

can provide useful context for the user’s intent and can be leveraged

to suggest auto-completions that are more relevant while adhering

to the user’s prefix. Such session-aware QACs can be generated

by recent sequence-to-sequence deep learning models; however,

these generative approaches often do not meet the stringent latency

requirements of responding to each user keystroke. Moreover, these

generative approaches pose the risk of showing nonsensical queries.

One can pre-compute a relatively small subset of relevant queries

for common prefixes and rank them based on the context. However,

such an approach fails when no relevant queries for the current

context are present in the pre-computed set.

In this paper, we provide a solution to this problem: we take the

novel approach of modeling session-aware QAC as an eXtreme

Multi-Label Ranking (XMR) problemwhere the input is the previous

query in the session and the user’s current prefix, while the output

space is the set of tens of millions of queries entered by users

in the recent past. We adapt a popular XMR algorithm for this

purpose by proposing several modifications to the key steps in the

algorithm. The proposed modifications yield a 10× improvement

in terms of Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) over the baseline XMR

approach on a public search logs dataset. We are able to maintain an

inference latency of less than 10 ms while still using session context.

When compared against baseline models of acceptable latency, we

observed a 33% improvement in MRR for short prefixes of up to 3

characters. Moreover, our model yielded a statistically significant

improvement of 2.81% over a production QAC system in terms of

suggestion acceptance rate, when deployed on the search bar of an

online shopping store as part of an A/B test.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Query auto-completion (QAC) is an important component of mod-

ern search engines. The task is to generate query suggestions that

start with the prefix typed by the user in the search bar. This is of

great utility to users as it saves them the effort of typing out the

complete query.QAC also helps the user to formulate a query when

they are not completely sure what to search for. Often a user will

make a series of queries within a small time window, referred to

as a session. In such cases, the user’s previous queries provide con-

textual information that can be used to make their auto-complete

suggestions more relevant [2, 18, 36]. Consider an example where

the user has typed "n" into the search bar after previously search-

ing for "digital camera". Based on the previous query, it is more

likely that the user is searching for "nikon camera" than for "nike
shoes". Thus the suggestion "nikon camera" should be ranked

higher than "nike shoes" in the list of suggestions. In this paper,

we propose a novel method for session-aware QAC which uses

contextual information from previous queries made by the user to

suggest better query completions within a strict latency budget.

QAC is typically performed in a two-step retrieve-and-rank pro-

cess. In the first step, a limited number of candidate queries that

begin with the user’s prefix are retrieved. These candidates are

pre-selected from prior data based on business rules. For instance,

one could select the top 100 most frequent completions for a pre-

fix based on prior data. These retrieved queries are then ranked

based on features like frequency, similarity to the previous query,

user profile, etc. [5, 34, 36, 39]. Finally, the top-𝑘 ranked queries

are shown as suggestions to the user. However, this approach fails
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when the candidate set does not contain relevant queries for the

given context. This problem is especially severe for very short pre-

fixes where the limited and fixed candidate set is unlikely to contain

relevant queries for all possible contexts.

To alleviate the shortcomings of the retrieve-and-rank framework,

another line of research uses generative sequence models to gener-
ate potential query completions, starting from the given prefix and

conditioned on previous queries [10, 17, 35, 38]. Such models lever-

age powerful deep learning models that can generate novel queries

as well as generalize to unseen prefixes. However, these genera-

tive sequence models typically have high inference latencies that

prohibit their use in real-time systems where the allowed latency

budget is on the order of few milliseconds to match the user’s typ-

ing pace [38]. Moreover, using a generative model increases the risk

of surfacing non-sensical queries in business-critical applications.

To overcome the limitations of existing techniques while still meet-

ing the low latency requirements, we take the novel approach of

modeling session-aware query auto-completion using an end-to-
end retrieve-and-rank framework of eXtreme Multi-label Ranking

(XMR) models. XMR algorithms are designed to match and rank a

list of relevant items from a huge, fixed output space containing mil-

lions of labels. This approach ranks a context-dependent list of can-
didate suggestions matched from the huge output space, in contrast

to retrieve-and-rank methods with a fixed context-independent list

of candidates. Also, note that the output space of suggestions in

XMR can be pre-filtered to reduce the risk of surfacing non-sensical

queries, unlike in generative approaches.

Session-aware QAC can be framed as a multi-label ranking task

where the input is the user’s prefix and previous queries, and the

observed next query is the ground-truth label. Several promising

approaches for XMR are based on the concept of forming a proba-

bilistic label tree [16, 20, 33, 45, 46]. We show that such tree-based

methods are especially amenable to be adapted for the QAC prob-

lem. In this work, we adapt Parabel [33], a popular tree based XMR
model, for this task. In particular, we use a flexible and modular

open-source XMR framework, PECOS [46], which generalizes the

Parabel model. PECOS proceeds in three steps: (i) Label Indexing.
Organize the large number of labels in a hierarchical label tree. (ii)

Matching. Given an input context, retrieve a much smaller subset

of labels of interest. (iii) Ranking. Rank the relevant labels to return

the top-𝑘 items. PECOS leverages the hierarchical structure of label
indexing to perform matching and ranking with inference time

logarithmic in the total number of labels. A straightforward way to

apply PECOS to our task is to use the previous query to generate a

ranked list of next query suggestions and filter out any suggestion

that does not match the prefix. However, using PECOS out-of-the-

box performs poorly. In this work, we adapt the indexing, matching,

and ranking steps in PECOS so that the model retrieves and ranks

queries (labels) matching the input prefix with higher probability

without compromising on suggestion quality and inference latency.

In summary, the key contributions of this paper are:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to use an

end-to-end retrieve-and-rank XMR framework for the session-

aware query auto-complete problem.

• We propose a set of label indexing methods for tree-based

XMR which are amenable to the QAC problem. In particular,

one of our label indexing algorithms uses a hybrid of a trie

with 2-means hierarchical clustering based on a novel position-

weighted TF-IDF vectorization of the label text. This leads

to an improvement of 26% in MRR on the AOL search logs

dataset [31], over the default indexing scheme in PECOS.

• On the AOL search logs dataset, the proposed XMRmodel yields

up to 10× improvement over using PECOS out-of-the-box. It

outperforms all baseline approaches that meet latency require-

ments (less than 10 ms per inference), and outperforms all

baselines when the ground-truth label is present in the output

space. Our gains over baseline models are sharpest for shorter

prefixes where the context information is extremely important.

For prefixes of 3 or fewer characters, we see a 33% improvement

over the best baseline that meets latency requirements.

• Our model yielded a statistically significant improvement of

2.81% over a production system in terms of QAC suggestion

acceptance rate when deployed on the search bar of an online

shopping store as part of an A/B test.

2 RELATEDWORK

Traditional query auto-completion systems operate in the retrieve-

and-rank framework where a fixed set of queries are retrieved given

the input prefix followed by ranking based on various sources of

information. The simplest yet effective approach is to suggest the

top-𝑘 most frequent queries matching the input prefix [39]. Other

approaches further improve over this by ranking suggestions based

on previous queries, user profile, time-sensitivity, or coherence

with the typed prefix [5, 34, 36, 39]. Recent work also leverages

deep learning models to generate additional features such as query

likelihood using language models [30], personalized language mod-

els [12, 14], or previous queries [36] to rank queries using a learning

to rank framework [41]. However, these models typically rely on

heuristic methods to generate a fixed number of candidates for all

popular prefixes. Our work differs from these in that we propose

an end-to-end model comprising of a learned candidate query re-

trieval which is trained jointly with a query ranker. Moreover, our

candidate set is dynamic and is fetched from an enormous output

space as a function of the context.

Another line of research uses seq2seq and language models to gener-
ate query suggestions given a prefix, and can generalize to unseen

prefixes and potentially generate new queries. Wang et al. [38]

use character-level language models to generate completions for a

given prefix, additionally combining it with a spelling correction

module. Dehghani et al. [10] augment a seq2seq model with atten-

tion mechanism to attend to promising parts of previous queries

during decoding together with copy mechanism to copy words

from previous queries. Mustar et al. [28] fine-tunes pre-trained

language models such as BERT [11] to generate auto-complete

suggestions. However, unlike models proposed in this work, these

models typically have high inference latency which prohibits their

use in realtime systems, and could potentially generate non-sensical

auto-complete suggestions.
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In general,XMRmodels fall into three categories: 1-vs-all approaches

[1, 40, 43, 44], embedding based methods [3, 7, 9, 23, 24, 26], and

tree-based methods [16, 20, 33, 45, 46]. A recent work [15] formu-

lates next query suggestion without prefix constraints as an XMR
task, and proposes Slice, an XMR algorithm based on navigable

small world graphs [24]. Slice improves on limitations of traditional

related search suggestion approaches in terms of coverage and sug-

gestion density but it is non-trivial to extend Slice to adhere to prefix

constraints in a time-efficient manner for query auto-completion.

Tree-based data structures such as tries and ternary trees have

been widely used in query auto-completion systems [4, 13, 19, 42].

Trees offer an inductive bias for handling the variable length prefix

constraint in a time and space efficient manner. For this reason, we

build on top of tree-based XMR methods in this work.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Users often submit a sequence of queries to the search engine in

a single session. These recent queries provide useful contextual

information to improve the auto-complete suggestions shown to

the user. The task is as follows: given the last query 𝑞𝑙 made by the
user, and the next query’s prefix 𝑝 typed by the user so far, generate
a ranked list of top-𝑘 next query suggestions that match the prefix
given by the user and maximize P̂(next query| previous query, prefix).
In this work we use only the most recent query in the session

for generating relevant auto-complete suggestions. However, the

techniques introduced can be easily extended to use more than one

previous query from the user as context.

In this work, we cast session-aware query auto-completion as an

extreme multi-label ranking (XMR) problem and use tree-based

algorithms developed for XMRwhich allow time-efficient inference,

while handling a large output space.

Given 𝑁 training points, {𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 }𝑁𝑖=1, 𝑥𝑖 ∈ R𝑑 , 𝑦𝑖 = {0, 1}𝐿 , where
𝐿 = |L| and L is the set of labels (next queries in our case), an

XMRmodel learns a function 𝑓 : R𝑑 → [0, 1]𝐿 . While XMRmodels

might be able to generate a relevance score for every label given

the input, only a small subset of labels are active for a data point.

Therefore, XMR models typically generate a ranked list of top-𝑘

labels, 𝑘 ≪ 𝐿, given an input. We will now describe the specific

XMR algorithm that we build upon.

3.1 The PECOS Framework

In this work, we adapt the flexible and modular XMR framework

called PECOS [46] for theQAC problem. One instance of the PECOS
framework known as XLinear generalizes a popular tree-based XMR
algorithm called Parabel [33]. We use this instance of PECOS as

a starting point. In what follows PECOS will mean the XLinear

version of PECOS, which is conceptually equivalent to Parabel. At
a high level, PECOS has three components:

• A label indexingmodel which organizes labels in hierarchical

clusters by grouping similar labels together.

• A matching model which retrieves a small subset of label

clusters given an input.

• A ranking model which ranks labels in the subset of label

clusters retrieved by the matching model for the given input.

PECOS organizes labels in a label tree with all the labels present

in leaf nodes, and learns a probabilistic model of the joint label

distribution. The label tree is created by recursively partitioning

labels into 𝑘𝑏 balanced groups until each group/cluster contains

less than𝑀 labels. PECOS learns a 1-vs-all classifier at each internal
node of the label tree as well as a 1-vs-all classifier for each label

in each leaf node. At inference time, a given input 𝑥 is routed to

leaf nodes using the 1-vs-all classifiers at internal nodes. It starts

from the root node and uses 1-vs-all classifiers at internal nodes

to decide whether the data point should proceed further along a

branch. Therefore, the data point can traverse multiple paths and

reach multiple leaf nodes. In order to avoid reaching all leaf nodes

in the worst case, PECOS greedily selects up to 𝐵 leaf nodes, when

using beam search with beam width 𝐵. Beam search starts with the

root node and at each level, it evaluates the probability of reaching

child nodes of each node in the beam, selects up to 𝐵 most probable

child nodes, and proceeds to the next level. Beam search terminates

with up to 𝐵 most probable leaf nodes in time𝑂 (𝐵𝐷𝑘𝑏 log 𝐿) where
𝐷 is average label feature sparsity (𝐷 = 𝐷 for𝐷-dim dense features).

Finally, the relevance score of each label ℓ in the retrieved leaf nodes

is calculated using its 1-vs-all classifier together with the probability

of path leading to its leaf node. Since there are at most 𝑀 labels

in each leaf node, this step takes 𝑂 (𝐵𝐷𝑀) time, and the overall

inference time complexity is 𝑂 (𝐵𝐷 (𝑘𝑏 log 𝐿 +𝑀)).

PECOS out-of-the-box for QAC. A simple way to use PECOS for

this task is a two step approach of ranking followed by filtering.

First, we can use PECOS to predict a ranked list of labels (next

queries) given the previous query 𝑞𝑙 as input, and use the prefix

𝑝 to collect suggested next queries that match the prefix. Since

the number of labels is typically of the order of millions, PECOS
ranks a small subset of labels for efficiency. This small subset of

labels often contains very few labels (next queries) matching the

prefix when using PECOS out-of-the-box, therefore often resulting

in an empty list of auto-complete suggestions. One simple solution

to counter this issue is to rank a much larger fraction of label

space by increasing beam width (𝐵) used in beam search at test

time. However, increasing 𝐵 causes a corresponding increase in the

inference latency, potentially rendering it unsuitable for deploying

in latency-critical systems.

To alleviate this issue, we make each component of PECOS prefix-
aware so that the model retrieves and ranks next queries (labels)

matching the input prefix with higher probability without com-

promising on inference latency and suggestion quality. We use

PrefXMRtree to refer to PECOS XMR models with label indexing,

matching and ranking models proposed in this work.

3.2 Label Indexing in PrefXMRtree

The label indexing step in XMR tree models aims to organize labels

into hierarchical clusters by grouping similar labels together. For

example, Parabel indexes labels using spherical 2-means hierar-

chical clustering with label embeddings obtained using positive

instance feature aggregation (PIFA). The matching model navigates

through the index and retrieves a small subset of label clusters.

Then, the ranking model ranks the labels present in those clusters.

For this reason, the label index is PrefXMRtree’s backbone in that
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Figure 1: Label indices on a set of eight labels. We have embedding-based indexing methods such as 2-means hierarchical clus-

tering (HC) on the left, and embedding-free indexing using a trie on the right. In themiddle, we have indices which interpolate

between the two extremes such as hybrid trie indices and index build using 2-means HC withmust-link constraints.

the performance of the matching model, and in turn, the ranking

model relies on the quality of the index to a large extent.

3.2.1 Label Indexing Algorithms. We now propose different ways

of constructing tree-based indexes over the label space using ap-

proaches ranging from embedding-based methods such as hierar-

chical 2-means, to embedding-free approaches such as a trie, and
hybrid approaches that interpolate between the two extremes. We

also explore different label embedding strategies.

Spherical 2-means Hierarchical Clustering. This is the default index-
ing algorithm in PECOS. The labels are first embedded in R𝑝 , unit
normed and then clustered with 2-means hierarchical clustering

using cosine similarity subject to balance constraints. The balance

constraint ensures that for a given parent cluster, the size of two

child clusters output by 2-means are at most one unit apart in size.

The recursive partitioning of an internal node is stopped when the

node has less than𝑀 labels, and thus resulting in a cluster tree of

depth O(log(𝐿/𝑀)).

Trie. The labels (next queries) are organized in a trie data structure

using the label string. The depth of a trie is proportional to length

of the longest string stored in it which can be much larger than

average length of its data strings. So, we limit the depth of the

final trie index to a given depth 𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒 and collapse all subtrees at

depth 𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒 to a single leaf node containing all the labels in the

corresponding collapsed subtree. PECOS assumes that all the labels

are stored in leaf nodes of the index tree but some labels might be

stored at internal nodes of a trie. For instance, if we have two labels

"ab" and "abc" and the depth of trie index is limited to 3, then

"ab" would be stored at an internal node on path to leaf containing

"abc". In such cases, we create an additional dummy leaf node as

a child to the internal node storing the label, "ab" in this example,

and move the label to the dummy leaf node. In Figure 1 on the far

right, we show dummy leaf nodes created for labels "a" and "ab".

While trie index perfectly groups labels by prefixes, the resulting

hierarchical index structure has a high branching factor, as well as

a skewed distribution of the number of labels in each leaf node. Our

initial experiments revealed that this adversely affects the training

time as well as inference latency of PrefXMRtreewith a trie index

but it outperforms hierarchical clustering based indices in terms of

output quality. The primary reason behind trie’s superior statistical

performance for this task is its ability to group labels with common

prefixes together. On the other hand, hierarchical clustering based

indices have better training time and inference latency because of

their balanced structure. In order to achieve the best of both worlds,

we propose the following two indexing strategies to interpolate

between the two extremes.

Hierarchical Clustering with must-link constraints. The labels are
organized using spherical 2-means hierarchical clustering (as dis-

cussed before) with additionalmust-link constraints at each level to

ensure that labels with the same prefix up to length 𝑑 ′ are present
in the same cluster at depth 𝑑 ′ of the index. The goal of these

constraints is to mimic trie like behaviour of grouping labels with

common prefixes, and the use of 2-means hierarchical clustering

yields a balanced index with a limited branching factor of 2. Im-

posing must-link constraints for all levels of the index suffers from

trie like imbalance in depth of the index. Therefore, these must-link

constraints are enforced up to a fixed depth 𝑑𝑚𝑙𝑐 . Figure 1 shows in

the lower center an example of clustering with 2-means hierarchical

clustering with must-link constraints up to depth 𝑑𝑚𝑙𝑐 = 2. Note
that in an attempt to build a balanced tree with a fixed branching

factor, it merges branches containing labels "a", and "bcde" and
"bcdf". Labels with same prefix up to length 2 such as "abfgh"
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and "abfgi" are constrained to be in the same subtree up to depth

2 but can be present in different subtrees at depth 3 as must-link

constraints are only enforced up to depth 2 in this example.

Hybrid Indexing. This approach interpolates between 2-means hier-

archical clustering and trie based indexing by organizing labels in a

trie of depth 𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒 , and then further clustering labels present in each

branch using 2-means hierarchical clustering. The resulting index

has a relatively high branching factor and imbalanced label load

distribution up to depth 𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒 and a balanced index structure with

a branching factor of 2 beyond that. Figure 1 shows a hybrid trie

index in which labels are organized using a trie for a fixed depth

𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒= 1 and 𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒= 2, followed by 2-means hierarchical clustering

in each subtree from depth 𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒 onward.

3.2.2 Label Embedding. Indexing algorithms such as 𝑘-means hier-

archical clustering require label embeddings in order to index them.

We generate label embeddings using the following strategies:

• Positive Instance Feature Aggregation (PIFA) Embeddings: Given

𝑛 training points {𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 }𝑛𝑖=1, where 𝑥𝑖 ∈ R
𝑑
, and 𝑦𝑖 ∈ {0, 1}𝐿 ,

a label ℓ is embedded as:

𝜙
pifa

(ℓ) = 𝑣ℓ/∥𝑣ℓ ∥,where 𝑣ℓ =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑦𝑖ℓ𝑥𝑖

Thus, the embedding of a label is the unit-normed average

embedding of training data points for which the given label

is active. Different types of input embeddings (discussed in

section 3.3) yield different label embeddings using PIFA.

• Label Text Embedding: Given a label ℓ , we embed the label

using character n-gram tfidf vector of the label text. We use

simple tfidf vectors [37] as well as novel position-weighted tfidf

vectors for generating label embeddings from label text.

Simple tfidf vectorization of a label (next query) ignores the position

of character n-grams in it. For example, "nike shoes" and "shorts
nike" contain similar character n-grams but occurring at different

positions. Label indexing methods using such embeddings often fail

to group labels with similar prefixes together. As a result, matching

and rankingmodelsmight retrieve and rank labels that do notmatch

the prefix (but might have similar character n-grams). This hurts

overall performance as most of the labels get eventually filtered

out because of a prefix mismatch. Instead, we want to change the

label embedding such that labels with similar prefixes are grouped

together during the indexing step so that matching and ranking

models are more likely to retrieve and give higher rank to labels

matching the given prefix.

Position-Weighted tfidf vectors. Tfidf vectorization first counts oc-

curences of an n-gram in the input and then multiplies it with its

inverse document frequency to get the final score for each n-gram.

Intuitively, we wish to assign a higher weight to n-grams which

occur towards the beginning of the prefix than those which occur

towards the end so that labels with similar prefixes have higher

similarity than those having merely common character n-grams

(possibly at different positions in the labels). We make tfidf vector-

ization position sensitive by modifying its counting step. Instead of

each occurrence of n-gram contributing 1 unit towards its count, we

shorts nike

nike shoes

es
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…
n i ni

  1   1   1  1
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Figure 2: This example illustrates that position-weighting

leads to "nike shorts" and "nike shoes" being much closer

as vectors than "shorts nike".

modify it to contribute inversely proportional to its position. Specif-

ically, the occurrence of an n-gram at position 𝑖 contributes 1/𝑖
towards its count. Figure 2 shows character n-gram count vectors

created during simple and position-weighted tfidf vectorization for

"nike shoes", "nike shirt", and "shorts nike". Simple count

vectors look similar for all three examples but position-weighted

count vectors for "nike shoes" and "nike shirt" are more sim-

ilar than those for "nike shoes" and "shorts nike". The final
count of each n-gram thus obtained is multiplied with its inverse

document frequency as in simple tfidf vectorization.

3.3 Encoding the Input for Matching and

Ranking in PrefXMRtree

The input embedding is used by the matching model to retrieve

relevant label clusters and the ranking model to rank the labels

in the retrieved clusters. The input consists of the previous query

(𝑞𝑙 ), and prefix (𝑝) typed by the user. A straightforward way of

featurizing the input is to only use the token-level tfidf vector of

the previous query (𝑞𝑙 ) and ignore the prefix (𝑝).

𝑥 = 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 )

However, this featurization may lead to retrieval of very few labels

which match the given prefix. In order to make the matching and

ranking model retrieve and rank labels starting with the given

prefix with higher probability, we generate input embedding by

concatenating a token based unigram tfidf embedding of 𝑞𝑙 with a

character n-gram tfidf embedding of 𝑝 .

𝑥 = 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) ∥ 𝜙c-tfidf (𝑝)

For embedding the prefix, we experiment with simple tfidf vectors

as well as position-weighted tfidf vectors proposed in Section 3.2.2.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluate several PrefXMRtreemodels built with different com-

binations of label indexing methods and input embeddings on AOL

search logs dataset [31] and a dataset from an online shopping store,

and compare against various popular baselines. We first study the

performance of an out-of-the-box PECOS model and our proposed

PrefXMRtree variants, and then compare the best performing

PrefXMRtree models with generative seq2seq models, and query-

frequency based auto-complete baselines.

Dataset. AOL search logs consist of sequences of queries made

by the user. we lowercase all queries, replace periods with spaces,
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Table 1: Statistics of AOL Search Logs Dataset

Train Dev Test

Date Range (2006) 3/1 - 5/15 5/16 - 5/23 5/24 - 5/31

# Sessions 3,569,171 325,262 316,640

# Query Pairs 9,275,412 830,227 803,366

# Unique Next Queries 5,581,896 615,496 590,486

and remove non-alphanumeric characters. Further, we split a se-

quence of queries into sessions using a 30-min idle time between

consecutive queries to define the end of a session [36, 39]. Given

a session consisting of a sequence of queries < 𝑞1, . . . , 𝑞𝑘 >, we

generate 𝑘 − 1 (previous query, prefix, next query) triplets. The 𝑖th

triplet is (𝑞𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖+1, 𝑞𝑖+1), where 𝑝𝑖+1 is a uniformly sampled prefix

of 𝑞𝑖+1. Each such triplet serves as a data point where the input is

the previous query and prefix pair and the ground-truth output is

the next query. Table 1 shows statistics of train/test/dev splits for

AOL search logs dataset.

We also run experiments using search logs from an online shopping

store. Like AOL search logs, we split the data into train/test/dev

based on timestamp, using the first few weeks’ data for training,

and the next few weeks’ data for dev and test. The training data

consist of 180MM data points with 23MM unique next queries. The

test and dev set consists of 100K data points each, with 11K unique

next queries of which 60% next queries were seen at training time.

Evaluation. We evaluate all proposed models using mean reciprocal

rank (MRR) and reciprocal rank weighted average of the Bleu [29]

score (Bleurr) of the predicted top-𝑘 auto-complete suggestions.

In our experiments, we use 𝑘 = 10.

We also measure the inference latency of each model and report

50th percentile (𝑝50) and 99th percentile (𝑝99) of inference latencies
over the test set. All our PrefXMRtree models are trained and

evaluated using a machine with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8259CL

@ 2.50GHz CPU with 16 cores. The seq2seq-GRU model is trained

and evaluated on the more expensive NVIDIA V100 Tensor Core

GPU with 32 GB memory.

4.1 Baselines

• seq2seq-GRU : An RNN model with GRU [8] encoder model

is trained to encode the previous query 𝑞𝑙 , and the encoded

representation is fed in to an RNN decoder with GRU units to

generate the next query.

• Most-Frequent Query (MFQ): This model returns top-𝑘 most

frequent suggestions matching the input prefix 𝑝 . This is a

strong baseline corresponding to the maximum likelihood esti-

mator for 𝑃 (next query | prefix) [38]. Note that since this model

completely ignores the previous query 𝑞𝑙 , list of suggestions

for each prefix can be pre-computed and stored in a database.

• MFQ + seq2seq-GRU: This model retrieves 10𝑘 suggestions

usingMFQ and uses a seq2seq-GRU model to rank suggestions

based on the conditional probability of each suggestion given

previous query 𝑞𝑙 , and returns top-𝑘 suggestions.

We refer the reader to Appendix A formore details on the evaluation

metrics, data preprocessing, and model implementation.
1

4.2 Comparing PrefXMRtree Models

Table 2 shows a comparison of different PrefXMRtree models on

AOL search logs for different choices of input, vectorizers, and label

indexing components. The baseline PrefXMRtree model (config-0

in Table 2) which uses only the previous query as input with spher-

ical 2-means hierarchical clustering based indexing corresponds

to using PECOS out-of-the-box and performs poorly. Using both

the prefix and previous query as part of the input to the ranking

and matching models (config-2) yields a 8.8× improvement in MRR

over using PECOS out-of-the-box. For all indexing methods, label

embeddings obtained using label text tfidf vectors perform better

than those obtained using the PIFA strategy. The position weighted

character n-gram tfidf vectorizer applied to the prefix and label

yields up to 10% improvement over simple character n-gram tfidf

vectorizers. Adding must-link constraints to 2-means hierarchical

clustering for indexing yields a small improvement when also us-

ing position weighted tfidf vectorizers. This is apparently because

many must-link constraints are already satisfied as a result of clus-

tering with embeddings from position weighted tfidf vectorizers.

The best MRR is obtained by a PrefXMRtree model that indexes

labels using a trie index. However, this model takes an order of

magnitude longer to train as compared to hierarchical clustering

based indices because of the imbalanced structure of the trie index.

The hybrid trie index structures yield a small improvement over

2-means hierarchical clustering, and perform close to a pure trie

based index while having much lower training time.

4.3 Comparison with other baselines

Table 3 shows a comparison of the best performing PrefXMRtree

model (config-8 from Table 2) with other baselines. Of the models

that have latencies suitable for realtime systems with a latency bud-

get of the order of few milliseconds, PrefXMRtree outperforms

other baselines such asMFQ , andMFQ + seq2seq-GRU. Consistent
with previous work [39],MFQ outperformsMFQ + seq2seq-GRU
which re-ranks wrt likelihood conditioned on previous query us-

ing a seq2seq-GRU model (except for shorter prefixes as in Fig. 3).

seq2seq-GRU outperforms PrefXMRtree in terms on MRR and

Bleurr scores but has a high median and worst case inference la-

tencies despite running on GPUs, thus rendering it unsuitable for
realtime systems. Moreover, as shown in Table 4, generative models

like seq2seq-GRU can generate nonsensical auto-complete sugges-

tions which could be undesirable in business critical applications.

The primary reason for lower scores of PrefXMRtree models as

compared to generative models is the finite label space derived from

the training dataset. For AOL search logs, the training data contains

5.5MM unique labels (next queries) which cover about 41% of the

test data point labels. Hence, for the remaining test data points, Pre-

fXMRtree models and MFQ cannot generate correct suggestions,

while seq2seq models are sometimes able to. The performance of

PrefXMRtree can be improved by augmenting the label space to

1
Code for reproducing experiments is available at https://github.com/amzn/pecos.

https://github.com/amzn/pecos
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Table 2: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), inference latency and training time of PrefXMRtree models for different combina-

tions of label indexing, label embedding, and input vectorizations on the AOL search logs test set. For input embedding, we

experiment with 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) and 𝜙
c-tfidf

(𝑝) where 𝑞𝑙 , 𝑝 denote previous query and prefix respectively, 𝜙
tfidf

(·) denotes unigram
tfidf vectorization, 𝜙

c-tfidf
(·) denotes character n-gram tfidf vectorization, and ∥ denotes concatenation. For vectorizing prefix

or label (next query) text, we experiment with simple as well as position-weighted character n-gram tfidf vectorizer.

Config ID Input

Prefix/Label Label (ℓ) Label

MRR

Latency (in ms) Training time

Vectorizer Embedding Indexing 𝑝50, 𝑝99 (in mins)

0 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) - 𝜙
pifa

(ℓ) 2-means HC .0209 2.0 , 2.1 24

1 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) Simple 𝜙
c-tfidf

(ℓtext) 2-means HC .0181 2.0 , 2.2 24

2 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) ∥ 𝜙c-tfidf (𝑝) Simple 𝜙
pifa

(ℓ) 2-means HC .1841 7.1 , 9.6 25

3 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) ∥ 𝜙c-tfidf (𝑝) Simple 𝜙
c-tfidf

(ℓtext) 2-means HC .2088 6.8 , 9.0 26

4 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) ∥ 𝜙c-tfidf (𝑝) Pos-Wgtd 𝜙
pifa

(ℓ) 2-means HC .2026 6.3 , 8.1 22

5 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) ∥ 𝜙c-tfidf (𝑝) Pos-Wgtd 𝜙
c-tfidf

(ℓtext) 2-means HC .2282 6.3 , 8.2 23

6 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) ∥ 𝜙c-tfidf (𝑝) Pos-Wgtd 𝜙
c-tfidf

(ℓtext) Hybrid Trie (𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒 = 1) .2317 5.5 , 6.5 25

7 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) ∥ 𝜙c-tfidf (𝑝) Pos-Wgtd 𝜙
c-tfidf

(ℓtext) Hybrid Trie (𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒 = 2) .2315 5.4 , 6.5 26

8 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) ∥ 𝜙c-tfidf (𝑝) Pos-Wgtd 𝜙
c-tfidf

(ℓtext) Hybrid Trie (𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒 = 3) .2319 5.5 , 6.6 41

9 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) ∥ 𝜙c-tfidf (𝑝) Pos-Wgtd - Trie (𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒 = 16) .2220 4.9 , 5.5 140

10 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) ∥ 𝜙c-tfidf (𝑝) Simple - Trie (𝑑𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒 = 16) .2310 5.1 , 6.6 137

11 𝜙
tfidf

(𝑞𝑙 ) ∥ 𝜙c-tfidf (𝑝) Pos-Wgtd 𝜙
c-tfidf

(ℓtext)
2-means HC

.2291 6.0 , 7.6 24

w/ MLC (𝑑𝑚𝑙𝑐 = 5)

Table 3: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), Bleurr scores and

inference latency (in ms) of the top performing PrefXM-

Rtree model ( config-8 from Table 2) and baseline models

on entire AOL search logs test set, and on test data points for

which next query is seen during training.

Model

All Test Data

Test Data

w/ Seen

Next Queries

MRR Bleurr

Latency

MRR Bleurr
𝑝50, 𝑝99

PrefXMRtree c-8 .231 .102 5.5 , 6.5 .572 .177

seq2seq-GRU .380 .211 15.2, 22.1 .544 .165

MFQ .225 .109 0.01, 0.01 .556 .147

MFQ + seq2seq-GRU .173 .089 7.8, 9.1 .426 .125

improve coverage and/or using a partial prefix for generating sug-

gestions [25, 27] but we leave that to future work and compare all

the models on test data restricted to cases where the ground-truth

label (next query) is present in training data, and analyse the effect

of prefix length and label frequency on performance of all models.

Table 3 shows the performance of the best performing PrefXM-

Rtreemodel (config-8 from Table 2) and baselines on the restricted

test data. PrefXMRtree outperforms all the baselines in terms of

MRR and Bleurr scores. MFQ , which corresponds to the maxi-

mum likelihood estimator for 𝑃 (next query | prefix) [38], serves as a

strong baseline. Note that, to its advantage, MFQ has direct access

to a fixed set of labels (next queries) that exactly match the prefix

whereas PrefXMRtree attempts to find and rank relevant labels

from the entire output space containing millions of labels.
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Figure 3: MRR of PrefXMRtree (c-8 in Table 2) and base-

lines for different prefix lengths on AOL search logs test set

where next query is seen at train time.

Figure 3 shows MRR for all models for different prefix lengths on

the restricted test data. For all models, MRR improves with prefix

length, matching the intuition that it becomes easier to predict

the next query when the model has access to a larger prefix of it.

Session-aware models such as PrefXMRtree, seq2seq-GRU and

MFQ + seq2seq-GRU outperform MFQ for prefixes up to length

6 indicating that the context information from previous queries is

most useful when the user has typed just a few characters of the

next query. PrefXMRtree offers 71%, 38%, 17%, 7.3%, 4.3%, 1% im-

provement overMFQ for prefix lengths 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 respectively,

and has the best inference latency among session-aware models.

Figure 4 shows the performance of all models bucketed by label

frequency on the restricted test data and the fraction of test data
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Table 4: Examples of nonsensical query suggestions generated by a seq2seq-GRU model for three previous query (𝑞𝑙 ), prefix

(𝑝) pairs with grouth-truth next query (𝑞★) from AOL search logs test set. Prefix 𝑝 of next query 𝑞★ is shown in bold.

Examples Auto-complete suggestions using seq2seq-GRU model

𝑞𝑙 tortilla whole wheat nutrition facts

law of making nutrition facts, law of meals, law of mcdonalds, law of mushroom facts, law of marijuana, law of mushroom

𝑝,𝑞★ law of motion

𝑞𝑙 ebay

cabbage machine recipes, cabbage machine diet, cabbage machine shop, cabbage machine recipe, cabbage machine parts
𝑝,𝑞★ cabbage machine cutter
𝑞𝑙 prepare your own wieght loss diet

legal studies, legal studies diet, legal studies wieght loss diet, legal surveys, legal steroids
𝑝,𝑞★ legal steriods
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Figure 4: MRR of PrefXMRtree (c-8 in Table 2) and base-

lines for different label frequency ranges onAOL search logs

test set where next query is seen at train time. Line plot on

secondary y-axis shows the fraction of test data having la-

bels with frequency in a given frequency range.

with the label in a particular label frequency bucket. Generally, the

performance of all models improves with label frequency. Note that

a significant fraction of test data contains queries with frequency

less than 2,000, and on average, PrefXMRtree outperforms MFQ
for labels with frequency up to 2,000 whileMFQ performs better

for labels with frequency higher than 2,000.

4.4 Results on dataset from an Online

Shopping Store

Table 5 shows the percentage change in MRR for different mod-

els over MFQ baseline on search logs from an Online Shopping

Store. We omitMFQ + seq2seq-GRU baseline because of its poor

performance on AOL search logs. seq2seq-GRU performs the best

on entire test data but despite using GPUs, its inference latency

and throughput are unsuitable for real-time systems where the la-

tency budget is of the order of milliseconds. When the next query

is present in training data, PrefXMRtree offers a significant 17%

improvement over seq2seq-GRU, and 1% improvement overMFQ .

A further breakdown of MRR based on prefix length shows that

PrefXMRtree offers up to 143% improvement for prefix length 1,

and 24% improvement overMFQ for small prefixes up to length 8.

A version of PrefXMRtree was deployed online on the search

bar of the Online Shopping Store as part of an A/B test, where it

yielded a statistically significant improvement of 2.81% over the

Table 5: Percentage change in MRR for PrefXMRtree (c-5

from Table 2) and seq2seq-GRU over MFQ baseline on test

set from search logs of an online shopping store.

Model
All Test

Data

Test Data w/ Seen Next Queries

Prefix Length

All 1 2-8 ≥ 9

seq2seq-GRU +37 -12.5 +136.8 +6.0 -24.7

PrefXMRtree +1 +1 +143.2 +24 -14.3

production system in terms of QAC suggestion acceptance rate.

For reasons discussed before such as high inference latency despite

running on the more expensive GPUs and the potential risk of

generating nonsensical auto-complete suggestions, we could not

deploy seq2seq-GRU model as part of the A/B test.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose PrefXMRtree, a tree-based XMR model

for the task of session-aware query auto-completion under stringent

latency requirements. We propose and benchmark several novel

label indexing and embedding schemes which make the PrefXM-

Rtreemodels more suitable than an out-of-the-box XMRmodel for

retrieving relevant suggestions conditioned on the previous query

while adhering to the user’s prefix. Overall, the proposed XMR
models provide a better combination of statistical performance

and inference latency as compared to other baselines while specifi-

cally improving suggestions for smaller prefix lengths, where the

contextual information from previous queries has the most utility.

In the future, we plan to improve the performance of PrefXMRtree

models by exploring label space augmentation techniques and using

partial prefixes for generating auto-complete suggestions [25, 27].

We also plan to use dense embeddings for representing contextual

information such as previous queries, the user-profile, or time to

further improve the performance of PrefXMRtree models for the

task of query auto-completion.
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A IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

A.1 Evaluation metric details

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is the average of reciprocal ranks of

the ground-truth next query in the ranked list of top-𝑘 suggestions.

𝑀𝑅𝑅 =
1

𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

1

𝑟𝑖

where 𝑟𝑖 is rank of ground-truth next query (𝑞★
𝑖
) in top-𝑘 sugges-

tions for 𝑖th data point. If 𝑞★
𝑖
is not present in top-𝑘 suggestions,

then 𝑟𝑖 = ∞.

Bleurr is defined as reciprocal rank weighted average of the Bleu

score [29] between the ground-truth next query and suggestions.

Bleurr =
1

𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

∑𝑘
𝑗=1

1
𝑗 Bleu(𝑞

★
𝑖
, 𝑞𝑖, 𝑗 )∑𝑘

𝑗=1
1
𝑗

where 𝑞𝑖, 𝑗 is 𝑗
th

suggestion for 𝑖th data point, and 𝑞★
𝑖
is the ground-

truth next query for 𝑖th data point. Bleu score between 𝑞★
𝑖
and 𝑞𝑖, 𝑗

is computed using token-level n-gram overlap. We use up to 4-gram

and use smoothing method-1 from Chen and Cherry [6] to handle

zero n-gram overlaps.

A.2 Implementation details for all models

Generative seq2seq-GRU model is trained to maximize the like-

lihood of ground-truth next query given the previous query. At

test time, the top-𝑘 next query suggestions are generated using

beam search with the constraint that the generated suggestions

start with the input prefix 𝑝 , and the maximum length of a gen-

erated sequence is 10 tokens. We use a beam width of 16 and use

top-10 of generated queries as auto-complete suggestions. We use

SentencePiece tokenization [22] to create a shared vocabulary for

encoder and decoder with a vocabulary size of 32,000. We use 256

dim input embedding, 1,000 dim hidden embedding, and share em-

beddings between encoder and decoder models. We optimize using

Adam [21] with learning rate = 0.001.

For all variants of the proposed PrefXMRtree models, we encode

the previous query (𝑞𝑙 ) using word token based unigram tfidf vec-

torization, and we encode prefix (𝑝) and label (next query 𝑞★) using

tfidf vectorization with character unigrams, bigrams and trigrams.

The vectorizers are trained using scikit-learn’s TFIDF module [32].

The Position-Weighted vectorization scheme is implemented sepa-

rately by modifying scikit-learn.

For training PrefXMRtree models, we use PECOS, a modular Ex-

tremeMulti-Label Ranking (XMR) framework.We use our proposed

label indexing variants encoded in tree data structures for the in-

dexing step in PECOS. We use the linear 1-vs-all classifiers at each

internal node for matching and linear 1-vs-all classifiers per label

for ranking (XLINEAR mode in PECOS package). The individual

classifiers are trained using ℓ2 hinge loss commonly used in linear

SVM training with real positive examples and derived hard negative

examples. For more details, we refer the reader to [46].

Code and scripts to reproduce results for PrefXMRtree models is

available at https://github.com/amzn/pecos.

https://github.com/amzn/pecos
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